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The authors introduce a method for cross correlating vacuum-ultraviolet with near-infrared
femtosecond light pulses in a perpendicular geometry. Photoelectrons generated in an atomic gas by
laser-assisted photoionization are used to create a two-dimensional image of the cross-correlation
volume, thereby mapping time onto a space coordinate. Thus, information about pulse duration and
relative timing between the pulses can be obtained without the need to scan an optical delay line.
First tests using vacuum-ultraviolet pulses from the free-electron laser at the Deutsches Elektronen
Synchrotron set an upper limit for their temporal jitter with respect to external optical laser
pulses. © 2007 American Institute of Physics. 关DOI: 10.1063/1.2714999兴
For measurement of the temporal properties of optical
pulses in the visible, near-ultraviolet, and near-infrared 共NIR兲
range the nonlinear response of an optical medium—usually
a crystal—on two optical fields of different or the same color
is often used to realize cross- or autocorrelation schemes.1
The recent advent of sources of femtosecond—and even
attosecond2—pulses of ionizing radiation, based on laser
plasmas,3 high harmonic generation,4 and free-electron lasing calls for a transfer of the correlation principle to the
vacuum-ultraviolet 共vuv兲 and the x-ray range. Since, however, crystals are no longer transparent in the vuv and do not
exhibit sufficient nonlinearity in the x-ray range, alternative
approaches for pulse characterization are necessary. Freeelectron lasers 共FELs兲 are the most powerful femtosecond
laser sources at short wavelengths, currently operating in the
vuv range 关e.g., free-electron laser Hamburg 共FLASH兲兴5 and
down to x-rays in the future.6,7 So far, the utilized mode of
operation for short-wavelength FELs relies on the process of
self-amplified spontaneous emission 共SASE兲.8 High photon
energies combined with greatly enhanced pulse intensities as
compared to other sources make FELs a promising source
for time-resolved visible/vuv pump-probe studies. FELs,
however, are based on linear accelerators and undulators,
which together measure from a few hundred meters up to a
few kilometers in length. This makes these instruments susceptible to path length variations on a micrometer scale.
Moreover, the statistical nature of SASE comes with a frequently varying spectral and temporal profile for each individual shot.9 As a result, the arrival time of the FEL pulses at
the experiment fluctuates in the order of a few hundred femtoseconds. This jitter inhibits an exact synchronization to an
external laser source needed for reliable pump-probe studies.
Therefore, an adequate characterization method is needed to
determine the pulse duration together with the actual delay
with respect to an external laser on a shot-to-shot basis.
State-of-the-art x-ray streak cameras have reached subpicosecond temporal resolution,10 but the photocathode coma兲
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pletely dissipates the beam. In addition, their readout rate is
limited to a few hertz, while FLASH is operated at a pulse
rate up to 1 MHz. The recently introduced technique of
electro-optical sampling is noninvasive and can be operated
at high repetition rates.11 This measurement, however, takes
place at a large distance from the experiment and correlates
NIR laser with electron rather than vuv pulses. We present a
cross-correlation scheme for the direct temporal characterization of vuv or x-ray pulses using a specific geometry that
maps temporal information onto a spatial coordinate, thereby
exploiting the potential for a single-shot measurement. In
contrast to a different approach, where x-ray diffraction from
a crystal was utilized,12 the principle relies on the simultaneous interaction of the vuv and a visible laser pulse in a gas
medium, making the method noninvasive for both pulses.
The results were obtained at FLASH operating at a
wavelength of  = 32 nm 共h ⬇ 39 eV兲 with micropulse energies of E p = 2 – 15 J. An optical laser system with 800 nm
wavelength 共h ⬇ 1.5 eV兲, a pulse duration of ⬇150 fs, and
a pulse energy of up to 15 J is electronically synchronized
with FLASH based on the 1.3 GHz master clock of the facility. Both lasers share the same temporal pulse pattern
consisting of nmicro = 1 – 30 micropulses separated by 1 s
from each other forming a macropulse 共burst兲 with a repetition rate of 5 Hz.
The experimental setup is depicted schematically in
Fig. 1. The unfocused vuv pulse of ⬇7 mm 关full width at
half maximum 共FWHM兲兴 in diameter enters the target
chamber through an entrance slit of 500 m height and
150 m width. A krypton gas target is supplied by a gas
nozzle 共chamber pressure of 1 ⫻ 10−5 mbar, without gas of
1 ⫻ 10−8 mbar兲. The FEL beam produces photoelectrons with
a kinetic energy Ekin = hFEL − Wb along its path, Wb denoting
the ionization potential of the target gas. The NIR laser
pulses propagate perpendicularly to the FEL and are focused
to ⬇20 m 共FWHM兲 in front of the entrance aperture of the
electron optical system. Both beams are linearly polarized
parallel to the axis of the electron optics. In the interaction
region both pulses overlap in space and time. Its geometrical
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FIG. 1. 共Color online兲 Experimental setup: Pulses from FLASH and a NIR
laser are superimposed in a Kr gas target. The region of temporal and spatial
overlap is imaged by an electron lens system with a high-pass energy filter.

height of 500 m corresponds to a time window of 1.7 ps.
Photoelectrons originating from this region can be energetically shifted due to the interaction with the NIR laser field
共laser assisted photoionization兲.13 The energy exchange occurs in a quantized manner, leading to spectral sidebands in
the photoelectron energy spectrum separated from the unperturbed photoline by multiple integers of the NIR laser’s photon energy ⌬E = ± nh.14
The area around the interaction region is imaged by
means of an energy-filtering electron lens system at a magnification of M ⬇ 20, corresponding to a field of view of
about 700 m. The electrons are detected with a double microchannel plate and transformed into an optical image with
a phosphor screen monitored by a charge coupled device
camera. A grid in the electron path realizes a high-pass energy filter, separating energetically upshifted electrons from
unperturbed photoelectrons by applying a retarding voltage
Uret. The area-integrated photoelectron signal without NIR
laser field is shown in Fig. 2 as a function of Uret. The appropriate value of Uret for separating the positive sidebands
共⌬E ⬎ 0兲 from the main photoline is referred to as cutoff
voltage Ucut. It can be deduced from the derivative of the
signal showing a single photoline with a width of ⬇1 eV.
The inset in Fig. 2 shows the derivative of the signal with
optical laser on. As expected, spectral sidebands appear with
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FIG. 3. 共Color online兲 Area-integrated photoelectron signal at Ucut plotted
against relative vuv/NIR timing. Signal from spectral sidebands appears
only for a temporal overlap of both pulses. Every data point corresponds to
one macropulse 共nmicro = 30兲.

a 1.5 eV energy difference. The precondition to acquire this
signal is a precise spatial and temporal overlap of both pulses
in the interaction region. The spatial overlap is monitored
with an accuracy of ⬃25 m using a fluorescence screen for
the vuv and several optical imaging systems for the NIR
radiation. The temporal prealignment is accomplished with
⬃10 ps accuracy using a high-bandwidth copper photocathode, which can be placed into the interaction region. With the
two beams properly prealigned in space and time, a NIR
delay line scan over ±10 ps 共Fig. 3兲 revealed additional electron signal at a distinct delay setting, now denoted as time
zero. The kinetic energy spectrum of this feature presented in
the inset in Fig. 2 exhibits the peaked structure at energetic
positions expected for NIR-induced sidebands with n = 1 , 2.
Typical electron optical images obtained at ⌬t = 0 ps after summation over several pulses are presented in Fig. 4.
Figure 4共a兲 shows the channel created by ionization of
krypton atoms with vuv radiation from FLASH without a
NIR laser field at Uret ⬍ Ucut. The image of the channel
almost vanishes for Uret = Ucut 关Fig. 4共b兲兴; the remaining
signal is a good indicator for the noise background of this
measurement. When the NIR laser is superimposed, signal
reappears in the interaction region. This is even more clearly

FIG. 2. 共Color online兲 Area-integrated photoelectron signal from Kr atoms
FIG. 4. Photoelectron images: 共a兲 Uret ⬍ Ucut 共FEL ionization path without
ionized with 39 eV vuv pulses plotted against retarding voltage in the aboptical laser兲, 共b兲 residual signal at Uret = Ucut without optical laser, 共c兲 same
sence of an optical laser field. Inset: Derivative of the photoelectron signal
as 共b兲 but with optical laser on, and 共d兲 difference picture 共c兲 − 共b兲. Images
above Ucut with the optical laser on. Every data point is averaged over 200
are generated by summation of 共a兲 200 or 关共b兲–共d兲兴 1200 individual expomacropulses 共nmicro = 30兲.
sures, each illuminated by one macropulse 共nmicro = 30兲.
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seen in the difference image in Fig. 4共d兲 obtained by subtracting Fig. 4共b兲 from Fig. 4共c兲.
Only such electrons are imaged that have been set free
from the gas atoms when simultaneously the NIR field was
present. The obtained two-dimensional image reflects the
form and relative spatial position of the vuv and NIR wave
packets. Since the NIR temporal pulse profile can be measured independently using standard cross-correlation techniques, the vuv pulse duration and its relative jitter with respect to the NIR laser pulses can be deduced. It should be
noted, however, that in the currently realized setup, the formation of a meaningful image requires a summation over
many individual pulses. Correspondingly, the captured images represent an average over many different delays and
thereby provide an upper limit for the vuv/NIR jitter. Fitting
of the peak in Fig. 3 with a Gaussian envelope results in a
temporal width of 1.9 ps. This value results from the convolution of the experimental time window, the jitter, and the
pulse widths of the vuv and NIR pulses. Since the latter
contribute with only ⬇30 fs 共Ref. 5兲 and ⬇150 fs, respectively, the measured width can be regarded as an upper limit
for the jitter. Recently, the remaining rms jitter for the current
machine setup has been determined with a different crosscorrelation approach for pump-probe experiments to be less
than 1 ps.15
In conclusion, we present a technique for cross correlating light pulses of very different wavelengths in the NIR
共 = 800 nm兲 and the vuv 共 = 32 nm兲 range. The use of a
dilute gaseous medium makes the setup transparent for both
pulses and virtually indestructible at any intensity. An orthogonal geometry allows for mapping time into space, thus
eliminating the need for scanning a temporal delay in subsequent pulses. While this feature in principle facilitates a
single-shot analysis of both pulse duration and vuv/NIR delay, the present signal level requires averaging over many
pulses in order to obtain sufficient signal. A Monte-Carlo
simulation using the SIMION16 software for propagating a statistically distributed set of electrons through the imaging system shows that 100 sideband electrons at the detector will
provide sufficient signal-to-noise ratio for determining the
delay with 20 fs and the pulse duration with 80 fs precision.
This requires a 50-fold enhancement over the signal level
utilized in this work. Consequently, an extension to singleshot analysis is within reach by increasing either the target
density 共factor of ten is possible兲 or the vuv pulse energy in
the interaction region 共focusing will yield a factor of 100兲,
provided that space charge effects can be kept at a tolerable
level. The recently demonstrated operation of FLASH at
13 nm wavelength will result in higher kinetic energies of
the emitted photoelectrons, resulting in an even more efficient sideband formation.2 In fact, the underlying physical
mechanism—photoionization of a free atom—works at any
photon energy exceeding the ionization potential, making
the method extendable also to extremely short wavelengths,
as will be delivered by future FEL facilities like the Linac
Coherent Light Source and the X-FEL.
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